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Abstract

Traditional conceptions of literary history postulate that literary movements are consequent

and that the beginning of a new one means the end of the previous. Nonetheless, postmodern

revisions of the theory of literary analysis have entirely shifted the comprehension of time,

history, and literary history. Literary movements are seen as consecutive and co-influencing,

but postmodern waves of literary revisionism establish new insights on the development of

styles and stories. Such is the case of Howard Phillips Lovecraft, a United States horror and

science-fiction author who lived during the peaks of both Realism and Modernism, but whose

work cannot be encompassed within either movement. With the postmodern trend of literary

analysis, Lovecraft has been studied as a representative of 20th century Romanticism, and new

paths in his analysis have opened. This paper argues that the narrative structure of Lovecraft’s

“The Nameless City,” “The Festival,” The Shadow over Innsmouth, and The Shadow out of

Time follows that of the late 19th century local color trend of American Romanticism. Traits

such as the depth of detail in the descriptions of landscapes, traditions, and mannerisms; the

stereotypical role of the main and secondary characters; and the constant relation to the past

connect these cosmic horror texts to a style traditionally encompassing costumbrist depictions

of life in isolated rural communities. After analyzing the narrative structure of these works,

many parallelisms have been found between them and classic examples of local color.

Keywords: H. P. Lovecraft, local color, narrative structure, structural parallelism
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Introduction

Postmodern revisionism has shifted how historical studies are understood. Time loses

its meaning for the study of literature, but it is a vital concept in order to understand certain

authors. Howard Phillips Lovecraft’s relationship with time was complex. Living through the

peak of Realism and Modernism, his works do not belong to either movement. Considering

that, as professor Susan Friedman proposes, “nonlinear concepts of time can free up new

ways of doing literary history, ways that are attuned to historical contextualization without

being limited to ideologically weighted periodizations” (2018, 1271), many scholars now see

Lovecraft as a misplaced Romantic. His bonds with Romanticism have been explored from

many perspectives, and that of professor Jan B. W. Pedersen is of the most relevant for the

nonlinear study of the cosmic horror pioneer. Pedersen ties Lovecraft’s work to the concept of

“wonder,” defined as “a sudden experience that intensifies the cognitive focus and awareness

of ignorance about a given object [...] an unsettling but delightful experience that makes one

aware that there might be more to the perceived knowledge than meets the eye” (2017, 25),

present in stricto sensu Romanticism. Pedersen furthermore states that “Lovecraft entertained

a positive attitude toward wonder throughout his life despite the fact that the world around

him, thanks to the advancement of science, became increasingly disenchanted” (28), and lists

a number of traits which reinforce the idea of Lovecraft as a Romantic artist in an unromantic

era. These include a “deliberately vague and suggestive writing” (2020, 322) which “induces

wonder in the reader, who becomes aware of his or her ignorance concerning the matter at

hand” (323) and Lovecraft’s works being “escapist in nature” (324) and seen through the

perspective of “lonely figure that is waiting or longing for something beyond what normal

human life can provide” (326). Additionally, Smith details another Romantic trait visible in

Lovecraft’s work: “an affection for the historical geography of Providence, particularly 18 th

century architecture, his descriptions of which Buhle describes as ‘among his most carefully

developed prose’ (200)” (836). Fascination for the environment is typical of Romantic texts,

more so in local color.

Thus, considering the nonlinear vision of literature and Lovecraft’s similarities with a

movement he was formerly considered not to have coexisted with, the possibilities in the

study of his work broaden. Hence, ¿are there Lovecraftian fictions that, being Romantic in

nature, possess specific characteristics of the different trends of American Romanticism? This

paper argues that Howard Phillips  Lovecraft’s  “The Nameless City,” “The Festival,”  The

Shadow over Innsmouth, and  The Shadow out of Time bear parallelisms with the narrative
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structure of the late 19th century local color trend of American Romanticism. The purpose of

this essay is to examine these texts, comparing their narrative structures with those of classic

local color narratives, as well as to explain innovative narrative techniques Lovecraft uses in

some of the stories. Notwithstanding, this study focuses only on features such as the role of

the main and secondary characters, the depth of environmental description, and similarities

on the plot, potentially ignoring other stories classifiable as local color through other means,

thus not the focus of this essay. The analysis of the texts has been organized on the basis of

their innovation upon the structural traits of local color, from the plainest to the most abstract,

as to provide for an organized and understandable examination.

In order to prove the thesis statement, this paper begins by introducing local color and

its features and relating it, through the revisionism of linear literary history, with the figure of

Howard Phillips Lovecraft. Following this, a profile of the author is provided, summarizing

the most important traits of his work. “The Festival” and  The Shadow over Innsmouth are

analyzed first, as they are the most evident local color Lovecraftian stories. The following

section is dedicated to The Shadow out of Time, whose divergence with traditional local color

forms relies on its double-sided, time-traveling protagonist treatment. The last of the texts to

be studied, “The Nameless City,” is also given its own section, as its being influenced by the

1920s archaeological and its approach to  art as a secondary character make it a unique case

study. After analyzing the texts and restating the main points, a discussion on the implications

of these parallelisms and possible further research is presented. The relevance of this study

resides in the fact that, although H. P. Lovecraft has been widely studied through the lens of

Romanticism, no connection has been made between him and local color, and in doing so this

essay dives deeper into the nonlinear literary revision. Lastly, it is relevant to mention that,

though all the stories presented in this paper are argued to belong to the same trend, this is not

considered to be Lovecraft’s conscious and progressive development of local color patterns

through different stories. Lovecraft did not intend to create a mythopoeia, he wrote unrelated

narrations with recurring supernatural entities.

Theoretical Framework

Local color is “a kind of American literature that in its most-characteristic form made its

appearance in the late 1860s [...]. It concerned itself mainly with depicting the character of a

particular region, concentrating especially upon the peculiarities of dialect, manners, folklore,

and landscape  that  distinguish  the  area”  (Encyclopædia  Britannica  2009),  (Encyclopædia
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Britannica 2009). It is one of the trends American Romanticism derived to upon the United

States literature’s progressive shift towards Realism. Professor and essayist Donald A. Dike

defines it as a “writing that insists upon the special context of the events and characters with

which it deals that insists upon the primary importance of that special context to its meaning”

(1952, 2), but it is also “idealizing a way of life […], appealing lamentation for the dear dead

days” (5). One of the most recognizable plot structures in local color literature is that of a

foreigner narrator arriving in a town, where a string of stereotypical characters yearn for a

bygone past time surrounded by a series of idiosyncratic environments and traditions.

Most accounts disregard local color past the early 20th century, as if the Gilded Era’s

Realist current had completely erased Romanticism, whereas actually the contrary is true. As

professor Susan S. Friedman asks, “can [nonlinear temporalities] break the powerful hold of

periodization as a defining methodology?” (2018, 1271). Local color did not disappear upon

the rise of Realism, and its defining traits were still present in United States literature after

the decline of Realism and the formation of Modernism. Some examples of 20th century local

color fiction can be found in the work of the cosmic horror and science-fiction writer Howard

Phillips Lovecraft.

Howard Phillips Lovecraft (Providence, Rhode Island, 1890-1937) was a writer who

achieved (mostly posthumous) fame for his stories of “[c]osmic horror—that fear and awe we

feel  when  confronted  by  phenomena  beyond  our  comprehension,  whose  scope  extends

beyond the narrow field of human affairs and boasts of cosmic significance—” (Ralickas

2007, 364). His work is characterized by a Cosmicist philosophy, whose precept “is that there

is no god in the universe and that human beings are insignificant in the vast realms of space

and time. [...] The main theme being humanity’s fear of their insignificance in the face of an

incomprehensibly large universe: a fear of the cosmic void” (Eternalised 2020). Nevertheless,

his ideology, quite present in his works’ discourse, must be acknowledged, for “his racism,

alleged misogyny, class prejudice, dislike of homosexuality, and anti-semitism needing to be

both acknowledged and addressed” (2014, 3),1 writer Alan Moore argues.

Family Matters: “The Festival” and The Shadow over Innsmouth

Howard Phillips Lovecraft focuses his fiction in the past, generally a pre-human one. Garrad

1. I wish to clarify that, though Lovecraft’s ideology and its weight on his work is not to be studied in this paper,
it is due to the structural focus of the essay and not to hide this side of Lovecraft’s work. I do neither follow nor
condone such beliefs in any way or manner.
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ascertains that “Lovecraftian Horror is historical, its primal terrors reflecting an uncertain

present but located in a discoverable past” (2021, 22), and that “the Lovecraftian protagonist

[…] is fascinated by the past” (22). Furthermore, Punter argues that “Lovecraft combined the

early nineteenth-century preoccupation with the historical past with late nineteenth-century

fears about the past of the species” (1996, 39). Nonetheless, not only the narrative perspective

or the philosophical interests tie Lovecraft to the past and the American Romanticism, but in

some cases the stories’ narrative structure is also reminiscent of the local color, canonically

considered extinct by Lovecraft’s lifetime. The most evident and directly related cases of this

influence are the short story “The Festival,” published in 1925, and the novella The Shadow

Over Innsmouth, published in 1931.

“The Festival” was written in 1923, but it took two years before it was published. In

their master’s thesis dissertation, Haley explains that

“The Festival” tells the story of an unnamed narrator […] as he returns to his ancestral
home of Kingsport during the Christmas season. Much time is devoted to describing
Kingsport,  framing it as a traditional Massachusetts seaside town with its “ancient
vanes and steeples, ridgepoles and chimney-pots” in addition to noting its colonial
architecture and its sense of age and antiquity (“TF” 1-2). At the same time, however,
Lovecraft  seeks  to  contrast  this  sense  of  familiarity  with  the  setting  through  the
narrator’s  constant  emphasis  on  the  town’s  sense  of  ancientness.  Similarly,  the
narrator casts down on the epistemological underpinnings of the holiday itself, noting
that men call the season Christmas, “though they know in their hearts it is older than
Bethlehem and Babylon, older than Memphis and mankind” (“TF” 3). (2019, 32)

This structure replicates that of typical 19th century local color stories, such as Sarah Orne

Jawettʼs  The Country of the Pointed Firs (1896), a story “narrated by a nameless summer

visitor who relates the life stories of various inhabitants, capturing the idiomatic language,

customs, mannerisms, and humour peculiar to Down-Easters. Among the villagers are […] a

former  seaman,  Captain  Littlepage,  who misses  the  heyday of  the  shipping industry and

scorns modern ways” (Encyclopædia Britannica 2009), though in “The Festival” the humor is

bartered for a sense of mystery.

Furthermore, Kingsport’s denizens, though later revealed to be supernatural, perform

the same task as those from The Country of the Pointed Firs and generally the local color,

that is to “[evoke] both the isolation and the sense of community of this small, dying town,

whose inhabitants live chiefly to preserve memory and affirm and maintain values of the

past” (Encyclopædia Britannica 2009). The villagers presented in the story are, at first glance,

usual elderly folk (and they technically are much older than Jewett’s characters) and are thus

in the same position within the structure as Jewett’s villagers, that is to act as stereotypical
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remainders of a long gone past and the keepers of traditions of yore. What is more, instead of

yearning for a time that is past but set within the chronology of American colonization, which

Kingsport’s architecture reminisces, the story’s elders maintain rituals preceding humankind,

themselves being magically reanimated corpses and thus representing physical and symbolic

residues of an extraordinarily past time.

Lastly, Lovecraft’s writing style is also reminiscent of the local color as it pays close

attention to Kingsport’s appearance as a representative of the traditional colonial architecture,

not only in the shape of the buildings and the overall presentation of the village but also in the

interiors, about which he writes:

[The elderly man] beckoned me into a low, candle-lit room with massive exposed
rafters and dark, stiff, sparse furniture of the seventeenth century. The past was vivid
there,  for  not  an  attribute  was  missing.  There  was  a  cavernous  fireplace  and  a
spinning-wheel at which a bent old woman in loose wrapper and deep poke-bonnet sat
back toward me, silently spinning despite the festive season. An indefinite dampness
seemed upon the place, and I marvelled that no fire should be blazing. (para. 9)

This connects the sense of tradition and ancientness not only to the outside appearance, but to

the inside, the domestic and thus the inside of the inhabitants, since they not only preserved

the original facades but also kept their technologies and furniture outdated. This is a town

anchored in the past, both visually and ideologically.

Likewise, The Shadow Over Innsmouth, written in 1931 and published in 1936 (being

the only novel H. P. Lovecraft published wholly instead of serially in his lifetime), follows a

narrative structure parallel to that of local color writings such as The Country of the Pointed

Firs, with many traits similar to “The Festival” but unique in its representation of the local

color plot structure. Wöll writes that “Innsmouth is an erstwhile prosperous and important

port town, founded in 1643 and situated at the coast of Massachusetts that has gradually

sunken into insignificance and social isolation from the outside world” (2020, 237). Indeed,

this information, scattered through the second half of the novella’s first episode, provides a

first insight into the relation of The Shadow Over Innsmouth with the local color. Innsmouth

detached from modernity after the (later found supernatural) degeneration of its denizens and

a subsequent decrease in their production and, thus, their economic relevance, and is now a

remote, secluded location disengaged from time.

Furthermore, the story is also narrated by a stranger (at least before his relationship to

Innsmouth is revealed). He finds out about the existence of Innsmouth during a journey, and

it is his curiosity and the mystery surrounding the town that he decides to take a detour and

visit the town. “The Festival”’s narrator comes to Kingsport on purpose, aware of his familiar
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relations and his ties with the nature of the festivity from the beginning (though the inhuman

aspects are revealed at the end of the story), whereas The Shadow Over Innsmouth’s structure

is progressed through strategically placed revelations. The first one, located at the beginning

of the novel and originating the subsequent events, is the narrator’s realization of Innsmouth’s

existence, his consequent curiosity urging him to visit the town. The other major revelation is

provided in the fifth and last episode, where the narrator soliloquies:

It was in going over the letters and pictures on the Orne side that I began to acquire a
kind of terror of my own ancestry. As I have said, my grandmother and uncle Douglas
had always disturbed me. Now, years after  their  passing,  I gazed at  their  pictured
faces with a measurably heightened feeling of repulsion and alienation. I could not at
first  understand the change,  but  gradually a  horrible  sort  of  comparison began to
obtrude itself on my unconscious mind despite the steady refusal of my consciousness
to admit even the least suspicion of it. It was clear that the typical expression of these
faces now suggested something it had not suggested before—something which would
bring stark panic if too openly thought of. (chapter V, para. 10)

Again, Lovecraft relates the narrator to the supernatural as in “The Festival,” though this time

this is hinted throughout the text but not confirmed until the end. What is more, when he

discovers his origins, “he is shocked to find that he himself has Innsmouth blood flowing

through his veins. Following intense nightmares and thoughts of suicide,  [he] accepts his

impending posthuman transformation” (Wöll 2020, 238). Instead of the final rejection found

in “The Festival,” The Shadow Over Innsmouth ends with a victory of the supernatural over

the insignificant humankind. As Pedersen states, “[l]ike the narrator of ‘The Nameless City,’

[the protagonist] has a Romantic mindset and at the end of the story casts aside his fear of

change and transformation in favor of seeking wonder” (2017, 32).

The village of Innsmouth also parallels local color narratives. From the moment it is

first described by the narrator, who remarks its ancient appearance, the presence and decent

conservation of “large square Georgian houses, too, with hipped roofs, cupolas, and railed

ʻwidow’s walksʼ” (chapter II, para. 11) is stressed. Lovecraft’s reference to the Georgian-era

architectural style, parallel to the Colonial style in “The Festival,” evokes a sense of antiquity

within the span of human comprehension, since the supernatural comes in this novella from a

monstrous “other” who came into contact with the human townsfolk in the past. Hence, the

detailed description of its features imitates the local color feature of “depicting the character

of a particular region, concentrating especially upon the peculiarities of […] landscape that

distinguish the area” (Encyclopædia Britannica 2009).

Additionally, there are two kinds of creature who represent the role of stereotypical

characters (much older than humankind) who “live chiefly to preserve memory and affirm
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and maintain values of the past” (Encyclopædia Britannica 2009): the people from Innsmouth

and the Deep Ones with whom they mated. The once-human inhabitants of the town began to

breed with the monstrous followers of the eldritch deity Dagon because, “[w]hen Innsmouth

experiences a severe economic depression after the Civil War, Marsh [...] decides to summon

the Deep Ones and ‘convince’ the townspeople to mate with them” (Wöll 2020, 238). Though

Innsmouth had been prosperous, the Civil War brought a severe crisis to the United States’

economy, and Innsmouth traded its humanity (and, ironically, its prosperity) for wealth and

security. Furthermore, the Esoteric Order of Dagon (Innsmouth’s established church-like cult

of Dagon) works as an anchor to the (pre-human) past as well. It became popular among the

citizens “when the Innsmouth fisheries seemed to be going barren. Its persistence among a

simple people was quite natural in view of the sudden and permanent return of abundantly

fine fishing, and it soon came to be the greatest influence on the town” (Lovecraft 1936,

chapter I, para. 37). This cult of Father Dagon (a corruption of “the ancient Mesopotamian

deity of the same name, who was supposedly the god of fish, fishing, and fertility” (The H. P.

Lovecraft Wiki)) ties its followers to the primordial past in which the god and the Deep Ones

ruled before humanity existed, thus symbolizing the local color’s longing for an irrecoverable

past, though at the end of the story it is said that “some day, if they remembered, they would

rise again” (Lovecraft 1936, chapter V, para. 19).

Moreover, the Deep Ones also embody this trait of yearning for the past. They agreed

to breed with the Innsmouth townsfolk in order to restore their past strength, since

Y’ha-nthlei was not destroyed when the upper-earth men shot death into the sea. It
was hurt, but not destroyed. The Deep Ones could never be destroyed, even though
the palaeogean magic of the forgotten Old Ones might sometimes check them. For the
present they would rest; but some day, if they remembered, they would rise again for
the tribute Great Cthulhu craved. It would be a city greater than Innsmouth next time.
They had planned to spread, and had brought up that which would help them, but now
they must wait once more. (chapter V, para. 19)

The Deep Ones resent the humans’ attack in primordial times, which forced them to retreat

and lose their former glory. By breeding with humans, they make them “turn into Deep Ones

and return to their watery habitats” (Wöll 2020, 237), thus (minimally) weakening humanity’s

numbers and increasing their own, expecting to one day be able to restore their past glory.

There is, however, yet another character whose presentation would fit into the local

color trait of representing “the peculiarities of dialect, manners, folklore [...] that distinguish

the area” (Encyclopædia Britannica 2009). Zadok Allen is a natural of Innsmouth, defined by

the traits of being “ninety-six years old and somewhat touched in the head, besides being the
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town drunkard” (Lovecraft 1936, chapter II, para. 30). The narrator is able “to extract the

settlement’s secret history” (Wöll 2020, 237) from him, and this relation of the town’s past

(which is treated as folklore and mythology until proven factual), as well as his diction, prove

his symbolic personification of local mannerisms. By the end of chapter III, Allen explains

the following to the protagonist:

“Yield up enough sacrifices an’ savage knick-knacks an’ harbourage in the
taown when they wanted  it,  an’ they’d  let  well  enough  alone.  Wudn’t  bother  no
strangers as might bear tales aoutside—that is, withaout they got pryin’. All in the
band of the faithful—Order o’ Dagon—an’ the children shud never die, but go back to
the Mother Hydra an’ Father Dagon what we all come from onct—Iä! Iä! Cthulhu
fhtagn! Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh wgah-nagl fhtagn—”. (para. 45)

Interventions like these demonstrate the local English dialect, as well as a vast knowledge of

the myths surrounding Innsmouth and the overall lore of the Cthulhu Mythos, the mythopoeia

of horror narratives created by H. P. Lovecraft and fellow science-fiction writers. Allen is the

only human still living, uncorrupted by the Deep Ones, in Innsmouth, and functions as an

anchor for the narrator to prepare for and survive the horrors of the town.

A Mind-Changing Journey: The Shadow out of Time

Finished in 1935 and published serially throughout 1936, The Shadow out of Time is quite a

unique story when compared to other Lovecraftian narratives, but it still follows the patterns

set by local color authors in the previous century. The story is presented by a named narrator,

Professor Nathaniel Wingate Peaslee, who recalls strange memories from events that may or

may not be real. This unreliable narrator attempts at retelling fading memories so distant from

human experience that even he doubts himself. As Halpern and Labossiere explain,

he travels through time mentally. In the story his consciousness is exchanged with that
of one of the Great Race—an ancient race of cone-like entities that long preceded
humankind on Earth. We further learn that the bodies of the Great Race had been
taken over long ago by minds from a dying world. As such, the Great Race is actually
a  race  of  possessed beings  [...],  they prefer  to  exchange identities  with  unwitting
humans such as Peaslee. Peaslee’s mind is torn from his body, dragged millions of
years back in time and placed within an alien body for a period of years. Thus, he
finds himself in a non-human body in the ancient past. (2009, 527)

The Shadow out of Time is the fictional account of a mental abduction (or, more accurately, a

mental exchange) and the recollection of details from the “alien” world, which is prehistoric

Earth and thus another instance of a pre-humanly distant past. Much in the style of traditional

local color texts, the narrative structure describes the geography as well as the inhabitants,

their culture, and their mythology, all in great detail.
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As can be seen,  The Shadow out of Time proves a fascinating reconstruction of the

local color, so subtle in its form and so coated with science-fiction that it would seem not to

bear any relation with Romanticism. First and foremost, Peaslee’s unwilling “journey” to a

past era of the planet equals in many senses that of local color narrations, though here it is a

double-sided experience, since both Peaslee and the member of the Great Race who swapped

bodies with him find themselves among alien cultures. He is transported to a society which

sought likewise to fathom the past years and origin of that black, aeon-dead orb in far
space whence its own mental heritage had come—for the mind of the Great Race was
older than its bodily form. The beings of a dying elder world, wise with the ultimate
secrets, had looked ahead for a new world and species wherein they might have long
life; and had sent their minds en masse into that future race best adapted to house
them—the cone-shaped things that peopled our earth a billion years ago. Thus the
Great Race came to be, while the myriad minds sent backward were left to die in the
horror  of  strange shapes.  Later  the  race  would  again  face  death  (Lovecraft  1936,
chapter III para. 18)

Thus, the Great Race equals in this terms the elderly folk from local color novels such as The

Country of the Pointed Firs who “live chiefly to preserve memory and affirm and maintain

values of the past” (Encyclopædia Britannica 2009). They wish to unravel the mysteries of

their origins and preserve their lives and culture beyond extinction, a desire similar to the

local color characters’ yearning for a lost past, though twisted to an innovative version. They

learn of their demise through future cultures and their own recollections, and lament such fate

while attempting to avoid their disappearance, invading the minds of civilizations from future

times if necessary. Notwithstanding, as Halpern and Labossiere point out, “the Great Race

never seems to use its vast knowledge to prevent disaster. Rather, they simply flee it. In order

to avoid perishing as their original world died, the Great Race arrived on earth by exchanging

minds with the cone-bodied beings native to earth” (2013, 527), probably a representation of

the Cosmicist idea of cultures’ “fear of their insignificance in the face of an incomprehensibly

large universe” (Eternalised 2020).

Secondly, Lovecraft provides detailed descriptions of the culture of the Great Race

and of the landscapes, natural and artificial, he travels across. Peaslee’s fragmented memories

consist mostly of his own recollections of life as a visitor, exploring the world, writing down

all his earthly knowledge, and conversing with equally transported individuals from all ages

of the Earth, human and beyond. He tells of 

almost endless leagues of giant buildings, each in its garden, and ranged along paved
roads fully two hundred feet wide. They differed greatly in aspect, but few were less
than five hundred feet square or a thousand feet high. Many seemed so limitless that
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they  must  have  had  a  frontage  of  several  thousand  feet,  while  some  shot  up  to
mountainous altitudes in the grey, steamy heavens. They seemed to be mainly of stone
or  concrete,  and  most  of  them  embodied  the  oddly  curvilinear  type  of  masonry
noticeable  in  the  building that  held  me.  Roofs  were  flat  and garden-covered,  and
tended to have scalloped parapets. Sometimes there were terraces and higher levels,
and wide cleared spaces amidst the gardens. The great roads held hints of motion, but
in the earlier visions I could not resolve this impression into details.

In certain places I beheld enormous dark cylindrical towers which climbed far
above any of the other structures. These appeared to be of a totally unique nature, and
shewed signs of prodigious age and dilapidation. They were built of a bizarre type of
square-cut basalt masonry, and tapered slightly toward their rounded tops. Nowhere in
any of them could the least traces of windows or other apertures save huge doors be
found. I noticed also some lower buildings—all crumbling with the weathering of
aeons—which resembled these dark cylindrical towers in basic architecture. Around
all these aberrant piles of square-cut masonry there hovered an inexplicable aura of
menace  and concentrated  fear,  like  that  bred  by the  sealed  trap-doors.  (Lovecraft
1936, chapter II, para. 15)

Though alien in design, these buildings are examined with the same attention to shape and

detail as in more conventional local color narratives, as has been described in the previous

section. Moreover, this fragment also points toward the “ inexplicable aura of menace and

concentrated fear” (chapter II, para. 15) that a specific set of buildings evoke to the narrator,

as well as to the Great Race. This insight into their mythology is later expanded when Peaslee

finds out that

the basis of the fear was a horrible elder race of half-polypous, utterly alien entities
which  had  come  through  space  from  immeasurably  distant  universes  and  had
dominated the earth [...]. [The Great Race] had found it easy to subdue the predatory
entities and drive them down to those caverns of inner earth which they had already
joined to their abodes and begun to inhabit. Then they had sealed the entrances and
left them to their fate. (chapter IV, para 25)

This provides an insight into the mythology and fears of the Great Race, as well as creating a

sense of lurking danger for present-day humankind, since these entities could still inhabit the

depths of the buildings where they were sealed, ready to spread terror across humanity.

The Drawings on the Wall: “The Nameless City”

“The Nameless City,” written and published in 1921, proves a curious twist to the usual local

color narrative structure, maintaining all its bases while toying with how the information is

revealed. To understand the peculiarities of this short story and the similarities it bears with

the other analyzed narrations, the popularity of archaeology, and specially Egyptology, in the

early 20th century must be understood as the background of Lovecraft’s narration. As stated

by McLaren, “in the 1920s, the discovery of Pharaoh Tutankhamun’s tomb started a second
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wave of Egyptological popularity” (2013, 21), and moreover “[s]cience fiction authors in the

1920s-1930s endeavored to write stories to introduce conceptual ideas about the unbelievable

feats of the Ancient Egyptians” (27). However, Lovecraft went beyond the human boundaries

of these “Ancient Egyptians” and developed a pre-human narrative of ancientness and lost

civilizations, told through the memories left behind as they are discovered by a -presumably

Caucasian European male- archaeologist, the only character who is simultaneously alive (thus

excluding the undead spirits of “the nameless race” (Lovecraft 1921, para. 29)) and rational

(thus excluding his camel). Many references to Ancient Egypt can be found all throughout the

text, used generally as a reference for chronological scale, as the nameless city being even

more ancient than Ancient Egypt does provide a sense of incommensurably vast, pre-human

ancientness. Lovecraft explains that “[the nameless city] must have been thus before the first

stones of Memphis were laid” (para. 2), refers to it as “that place too old for Egypt and Meroë

to remember” (para. 4) and draws a comparison as to how it “had seemingly risen to a higher

order than those immeasurably later civilisations of Egypt and Chaldaea” (para. 21).

In “The Nameless City,” the lone character provides an account of his archaeological

discovery, and of the inhuman horrors he witnessed within. The plot is well-summed up by

Pedersen, who writes:

Lovecraft finds wonder pleasurable but also indicates that he is a Romantic treasuring
exploration and the quest for poetic knowledge. This particular attitude is echoed in
the short story “The Nameless City” (1921), where the narrator’s thirst for wonder
trumps fear of the unknown and ushers him to enter the temple harboring the opening
to the remoter (sic) abysses. (2017, 28)

The story follows this narrator and protagonist as he explores the temple of the nameless city

and decides to follow the “rough flight of very small,  numerous,  and steeply descending

steps” (Lovecraft 1921, para. 12) down into the earth and into the mysteries of the city. In his

descent, he stumbles across the “mummified forms of creatures outreaching in grotesqueness

the most chaotic dreams of man [...]. They were of the reptile kind, [...] gorgeously enrobed

in the costliest of fabrics, and lavishly laden with ornaments of gold, jewels, and unknown

shining metals” (para. 17), reptilian creatures outside of any biological classification. Thus,

the narrator comes to the conclusion that they must have been a reptile species, now extinct,

which coexisted with the presupposed human inhabitants of the nameless city, to whom they

bore great religious symbolism. Lovecraft writes that

The importance of these crawling creatures must have been vast, for they held first
place among the wild designs on the frescoed walls and ceiling. With matchless skill
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had the artist drawn them in a world of their own, wherein they had cities and gardens
fashioned to suit their dimensions; and I could not but think that their pictured history
was allegorical, perhaps shewing the progress of the race that worshipped them. These
creatures, I said to myself, were to the men of the nameless city what the she-wolf
was to Rome, or some totem-beast is to a tribe of Indians.

Holding this view, I thought I could trace roughly a wonderful epic of the
nameless city; the tale of a mighty sea-coast metropolis that ruled the world before
Africa rose out of the waves, and of its struggles as the sea shrank away, and the
desert crept into the fertile valley that held it. I saw its wars and triumphs, its troubles
and defeats, and afterward its terrible fight against the desert when thousands of its
people—here represented in allegory by the grotesque reptiles—were driven to chisel
their  way down  through  the  rocks  in  some  marvellous  manner  to  another  world
whereof their prophets had told them. It was all vividly weird and realistic, and its
connexion  (sic)  with  the  awesome descent  I  had  made was  unmistakable.  I  even
recognised the passages. (para. 18-19)

In this fragment, Lovecraft establishes two crucial factors in the story. First, the protagonist’s

lingering conviction that “their pictured history was allegorical, perhaps shewing the progress

of the race that worshipped them” (para. 18), which contrasted the revelation of the truth (the

mummified reptiles being the city’s denizens) produces the first, non-supernatural climax of

the story, which the narrator’s rational mind is able to understand. The second, supernatural

climax is the discovery of “the phosphorescent abyss [...] toward the unknown world” (para.

29), which escapes reason and is left a mystery. The presence of two climaxes is uncommon

in local color, and it can be identified as another innovation introduced by H. P. Lovecraft

onto the sub-genre in this story.

 Second, the introduction of the structural element parallel to the elderly characters in

local color narratives: the mural art created by the nameless city’s inhabitants to record their

history. What distinguishes “The Nameless City” from other Lovecraftian stories, and from

other local color narrations, is that the “inhabitants liv[ing] chiefly to preserve memory and

affirm and maintain values of the past” (Encyclopædia Britannica 2009) are distilled to their

most basic functions. What informs the narrator (and by extension the reader) of and yearns

for the irrecoverable past is not the people who preserve the memory, but the memory itself

being rediscovered and reread. The explorer describes “contrasted views of the nameless city

in its desertion and growing ruin [...]. They seemed to record a slow decadence of the ancient

stock, coupled with a growing ferocity toward the outside world from which it was driven by

the desert” (Lovecraft 1921, para. 22), a clear sign of the decadent reptile culture’s scorn of

the present and longing for the past, parallel to traditional local color fiction. Hence, art itself

is treated as a yearning character.
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Conclusion

The corpora of analysis of Howard Phillips Lovecraft as a maintainer of Romantic ideas past

the timeline traditionally related to Romanticism, and the Cthulhu Mythos as a compendium

of stories encompassing different literary movements, prove that the nonlinear, panoptic trend

of literary analysis is highly relevant for a postmodern analysis of literary influences. H. P.

Lovecraft is now recognized as a Romantic, and an analysis of “The Nameless City,” “The

Festival,” The Shadow over Innsmouth, and The Shadow out of Time reveals that the principal

influence in the stories’ form is a trend of American Romanticism, local color, highly popular

during the late 19th century due to costumbrist stories about communities struggling to keep

the pace of modernity. These works combine the detail in descriptions of regional landscapes,

mannerisms, and folklore; and the protagonist as a stranger witnessing these idiosyncrasies,

with Lovecraft’s iconic cosmic horror. Not only this, but in most narrations cosmic horror

accentuates the features of local color, as can be seen with the supernatural locals reminiscing

about a lost pre-human past, a cosmicist take on the local color’s characters’ yearning for an

irrecoverable past and on the insignificance and unoriginality of humankind.

When I started working on this project, I had already been brainstorming it for some

time, identifying Lovecraft’s stories that could be considered exponents of the local color. As

I worked on this paper, elaborating on my arguments, I had a clear idea of what to discuss and

how to defend my thesis. Nevertheless, as the essay began to take shape, ideas beyond what I

had previously devised sprung out of re-reading the texts, re-examining the local color theory,

and re-evaluating the impact of certain traits across literature. The most evident case of this

affected “The Nameless City”. Originally planned as a marginal note, analyzing the influence

that 1920s archaeology played on its creation and the lone-character particularity of the story,

its study became more complex, to the point of deserving its own section. Its treatment of the

art left by the nameless city’s ancient inhabitants as a local color-like secondary character did

not occur to me until I started to redact my previously planned arguments. Thus, it is highly

possible that new ideas come to existence by re-evaluating my work, finding ideas that did

not occur to me or applying the same nonlinear principle to other Cthulhu Mythos authors.

The Cthulhu Mythos is a vast corpus, springing from the innovative style of Howard

Phillips Lovecraft but expanded and revised by many authors, contemporaneous collaborators

of Lovecraft and later generations inspired by his narratives. The texts analyzed in this paper

are but the most representative of H. P. Lovecraft’s local color-like narratives, chosen for their

direct representation of the trend or for their emblematic innovations upon it, but other works,
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such as “Dagon” (1917) and “The Picture in the House” (1920), could be the focus of further

study on the Providence writer’s relation with local color.

Throughout the 20th century, and likewise in contemporary fiction, Romanticism has

been continued by the authors that comprise the different generation of the Cthulhu Mythos;

exploring its limits, its possibilities, its legacy. Having explored the local color facet of the

founder of this literary universe, and the relevance of nonlinear analysis of literature, it would

be, thus, plausible to find other cases of local color Cthulhu Mythos narratives. Such authors

as August Derleth (who actually coined the term “Cthulhu Mythos”), Clark Ashton Smith,

Robert Howard, and Frank Belknap Long all contributed to the Lovecraftian mythopoeia and

to the expansion of Romanticism in its Cosmicist form. Hence, researching their narratives

looking for parallelisms with local color narratives would be a possible following step on this

nonlinear exploration of a chronologically-concerned writing style.

One of such cases of post-Lovecraft Cthulhu Mythos local color works, and a possible

subject of further research, can be found in Matt Ruff’s 2016 novel Lovecraft Country and its

2020 HBO adaptation for television, a subversion of Lovecraft’s racial and gender ideologies

told through interconnected stories which combine supernatural horrors with the visibilization

of the struggles the African-American community underwent in 20th century United States

(and their intersectionality with feminism and the LGBT+ community). While the stories are

action-driven, the first, sharing its title with the whole novel and corresponding with the first

two episodes of the series, can be analyzed as having remnants of local color structures. The

main characters arrive at an old manor, where one of them, Atticus Turner, discovers he is an

illegitimate descendant of the owner of the house in a development similar to the events in

The Shadow over Innsmouth. This narration presents the characters’ almost incidental finding

of the manor (they were looking for Atticus’ father and were guided to its location), and the

secondary characters in the manor practice arcane rituals to return to an ideal, utopic past. As

can be seen, an analysis of this 21st century work of the Cthulhu Mythos would most possibly

prove that local color is still present in contemporary literature.
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